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Ozone Ground Level XT
Extra Thick Gaming

Mousepad

Special Price

$9.98 was

$19.95
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Short Description

Product Details:
Ground Level has been our bet for a high quality mats series.Blending themselves seamlessly with the surface where they are placed on. Also,
microfiber texture ensures a smooth, fast and precise mouse sliding. However, we have wanted to go one step further, and bring together the
best of GL Series advantages and the incredible feeling of comfort that 6mm of non-slip micro-perforated rubber can provide.
It is very important to note the difference between GL XT and any other other mat in the series, because even though it keeps similar dimensions
to GL medium-sized, and exactly the same materials as the rest of the series, the thickness of the base has increased 4mm.

Features:
Ground Level XT, completes a full range of rugs whos will delight the most demanding players.material

Rubberized base material for the best grip

Soft cloth surface for perfect glide

Specifications:

Dimensions

320x285x6mm
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Additional Information

Brand Ozone Gaming

SKU OZGLXT-D

Weight 1.0000

Color Black

Mouse Accessory Type Mouse Pad

Vendor SKU/EAN 8436532170768

Special Price $9.98


